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It is well known that information about the solutions of an almost 
periodic differential equation 
x’ = &f( t, x, E) 
may sometimes be obtained from the averaged (autonomous) equation 
x’ =fo(x), 
where 
In particular, one useful theorem (see, e.g., Hale [S] for details) states 
roughly that if f satisfies certain uniformity hypotheses, and the averaged 
equation has x = 0 as a hyperbolic equilibrium point, then the time- 
dependent equation has a unique almost periodic solution in a 
neighborhood of zero for sufficiently small E > 0. This solution is uniformly 
asymptotically stable if, in addition, x = 0 is asymptotically stable for the 
averaged equation. 
The hyperbolicity of x = 0 is clearly crucial, even for autonomous equa- 
tions. For example, consider f (x, E) = -x3 +&x2. We obtain fo(x) = -x3, 
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and all other conditions on ,/’ are satisfied. For the “averaged” equation 
x = -.Y’, .Y = 0 is asymptotically stable for positive e. For s’ = $(.v, c) with 
c > 0, .Y = 0 is unstable with the constant .Y = E asymptotically stable. Note. 
however, that we do have an invariant set [0, e] close to {0) which is 
attracting. 
The results in this paper are motivated by an attempt to obtain some 
information in the case that X= 0 is not hyperbolic or that the averaged 
equation has some more general invariant set. Following the work of 
Ward [7], we will use the Conley index [2] to study the skew-product 
flow associated with the time-dependent differential equation. 
We lirst consider equations of the form 
x’ =f”(x) +f’(t, x). (1) 
A theorem in Cronin [3] states that under certain conditions (principally 
existence of a Liapunov function) stability of x = 0 as a solution of 
x’ =f’(x) implies x = 0 is stable under persistent disturbances; i.e., for a 
given E > 0, if 1 f’(t, x)1 is sufficiently small then any solution x(r) of (1) 
with 1 x(O)/ sufficiently small will exist and have 1 -y(t)1 < E for all t > 0. After 
stating some preiiminary definitions, we will give a related theorem. 
Let WC ‘9’” be open and connected and let C, be the space of 
continuous functions from 94 x W into $94 with the (metrizable) topology 
of uniform convergence on compact subsets of !?I x W. For f~ C, and 
r E % define f,(t, X) =,f(r + z, X) for (t, X) E ‘$I x W. Recall that the hull 
of f, H(f) c C,, is given by H(f) = cl{,f, : T E ‘%I. Define the flow 
~t,:Wf)x~~--tH(f) by nHk>r)=g,. 
For f E C,, g E H( f ), and x E W, consider the initial value problem 
u’=g(t, u) 
and assume 
u(O).= x (2) 
(Hl ). For each g E H(f) and x E W the initial value problem (2) has 
a unique solution u(t; x, g) defined on a maximal interval of existence 
G, g). 
Let D= {(x, t)~ Wx ‘$3: t~Z(x,f)} and define n: D -+ W by z(x, t) = 
u(t; x, f ). If f E C, satisfies (Hl) then IZ x 7cH defines a (local) dynamical 
system on W x H(f ). This type of flow is an example of a skew-product 
flow; see [7], e.g., for a detailed discussion. 
The Conley index is defined for flows on locally compact metric spaces. 
It is, under some conditions, a topological invariant which may carry infor- 
mation about the existence and stability of bounded solutions. The idea 
here, introduced in [7], is to apply Conley’s theory to the skew-product 
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flows associated with nonautonomous equations such as (1) and to 
homotopy these flows to simpler product flows. We then calculate indicies 
associated with the product flow and form conclusions about the existence 
and stability of bounded solutions to the original differential equation. 
Loosely speaking, we will homotopy almost periodic differential equations 
to their associated averaged equations. Replacing the usual nondegeneracy 
assumptions of hyperbolicity will be the more general assumption of a 
nontrivial Conley index for a compact isolated invariant set. 
It follows from Ascoli’s theorem that for f~ C, the hull H(f) is compact 
in C, if and only if f is bounded and uniformly continuous on every set of 
the form ‘93 x K, where K is a compact set in W. Since in this paper we 
consider only functions S=f(t, x) almost periodic in t uniformly for x in 
compact sets, the hulls H(f) are compact, and hence the skew-product 
flows will be on locally compact metric spaces W x H(f). (See [4] for 
definitions and results on almost periodic functions.) 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f”: W-r%* is continuous and satisfies (H 1). 
Consider 
x’ =fO( x) (3) 
with associatedjlow I-C on W. Suppose (3) has a nonempty compact invariant 
set K” c W with nontrivial Conley index h(z, K’). Suppose f1 : ‘% x W + 3” 
is continuous and almost periodic in t untformly for x in compact sets, and 
suppose f” + ,uf' satisfies (H 1) for all 0 d p < 1. Choose 6 > 0 and define 
U(6) = {XE W: dist(x, K”) < 6). There is an E > 0 such that tf 1 f ‘(t, x)1 <E 
on !I x U(6) then (1) has a nonempty set of solutions defined for all 
t E ( -- co, co) whose orbits are contained in U(6). 
Proof. For g E H(f ‘) an p E [0, 1 ] let @(p, g) = f” + pg. Define a family 
b,: P E [0, l] } of skew-product flows on W x H(f ‘) as follows. With 
D(p) = {(x, g, t) E W x H(f) x ‘33: t E Z(x, @(p, g))} define n,: D(p) + 
Wx H(f) by 
q(x, g, t) = (46 x, @‘(f4 g)), g,x 
where u(t; x, @(p, g)) solves (2) with g replaced by @(p, g). 
It is a result of standard theory of ordinary differential equations that 
each rcP,, 0< p < 1, is a flow on the locally compact space W x H( f I). 
Moreover, rcP is continuous in p E [0, l] in the sense that if (cl,?} c [0, I], 
{(x,,g,)}= WxH(f), {t,}=!R are sequences with p,,+p, (x,,g,)+ 
(x, g)E Wx H(f), t, -+ t, and x~(x, g, t) defined then ~Jx,, g,, t,) is 
defined for large n and rcPn(x,, g,, t,) -+ rrJx, g, t) as n + co (cf. [7]). 
Let Nc U(6) be a closed isolating neighborhood for K”. Then Nx H(f’ ) 
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is an isolating neighborhood for Ku x H(f“ ) under the flow rrO. From [7, 
Theorem 2.61, there is an c > 0 such that if / f“(r, x)1 <E on ‘% x U(6) then 
N x H(f“ ) is also an isolating neighborhood under each flow 7~~’ for 
PE [0, 11. If K(p) is the maximal invariant set in N x H(f’) under rc),, we 
have by the continuity in ,U and [7, Theorem 2.51 that the index 
h(i,, K(p)) is independent of p E [0, 11. Thus h(n,, K( 1)) = h(n,, K(0)) = 
h(z x rrH, K” x H(f’)). From Lemma 1 below, this index is nontrivial, so 
K( 1) is nonempty. Since K( 1) contains only complete orbits, there must be 
some f * E H(f' ) and x E N so that Eq. (2) with g = f a +,f* has a solution 
u(t) existing for all t and u(t) E Nc U(6). 
Iff*(t, -x) =f,'(t, x, 1) for some r, we are through. 
Otherwise, recall f * E H(f’ ) implies ,f’ E H( f * ). Choose a sequence (T,, } 
so fF,-f' in C,. Letting u,(t)=u(t+t,), we have z&=f”(un)+fi*,(t,u,) 
with u,,(O) = u(r,). The (u,} and the {u:} are uniformly bounded, and 
there is a subsequence of {u, } converging uniformly on compact subsets of 
% to a function o(t), where u(t) E N for all t. Since f :, -+ f’ uniformly on 
compact sets, u(t) solves (1). (See [4] for details.) 
We establish some notation for use in the lemma. The notation (X, z) 
will be used for a compact pointed space X with distinguished point z, and 
[X, z] for the homotopy type (homotopy equivalence class) of (X, z). We 
will use the notation [Y*, z] t o d enote the homotopy type of a compact 
pointed space of the form Y* = Y u {z}, where Y is compact, z 4 Y is the 
distinguished point, and c, denoted disjoint union. Thus [Y*, z] is a dis- 
connected homotopy type. We will use A - B between pointed spaces A 
and B to denote. homotopic equivalence. 
LEMMA 1. Let 7c, and n, he local~ows defined on locally compact metric 
spaces X, and X2, respectively. Suppose K, c X, is a compact isolated 
invariant set for x, and X2 is compact, so that KI x K2 is a compact isolated 
invariant setfor TC~ xz2. Zf h(z,, K,)#& then h(z, XIT~, K, xK,)#O. 
ProoJ Now h(lr, x 7c2, K, x X,) = h(z,, K,) A h(z2, X,). (Here “ A ” 
denotes the smash product-see [2] or [6].) Thus, since h(n,, X2)= 
[XT, z], if the lemma is false we must have h(z,, K, ) A [XT, z] = 0. 
If (A,p) is any representative in h(7cn,,K,), then h(7c,x7cn,,K,xK,)= 
[IV, w,], where W’=AxX~/(Ax{z)u{p}xX,*), w,=[Ax(z}u 
{p} xX,*], and X,*=X, w {z}. It is easy to see that 
(~,wo)=((Ax(X,ujz}))l(Ax~zf~{~~x(X,u~z~)),wo) 
-((AxX,)l{p)xX,> w*), 
where w*=[{p}xX,]. 
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Now suppose [W, wO] =o. Then letting W, = (A x X,)/( {p} x I,), we 
have [ W,, w*] = 0, and hence there is a homotopy G,, 0 < ZJ < 1, on 
(W,, w*) with G, = 1, the identity, and G,(y)= o* for all YE W,. Let 
P:W,~AbedefinedbyP(y,b)=yif(y,6)#w*(i.e.,(y,b)#{p}xX,) 
and P(w*) =p; then P is a continuous mapping with the quotient topology 
on ( W, , w*) into (A, p). Now fix b* E X, and define Q : A + W, by 
Q(u)= (a, b*) if a#p and Q(P)= w*; Q is continuous. The homotopy 
H, = PO G, o Q on (A, p) shows (A, p) N 0, contrary to our hypothesis. This 
proves the lemma. 
In [7] it was shown that if fE C, satisfies (Hl) with H(f) compact, 
Kc Wx H(f) is a compact connected isolated invariant set for the skew- 
product flow, and h(rc, K) is disconnected, then K is an attractor. On the 
other hand, if K is a compact connected attractor for a flow rr on a locally 
compact metric space then h(n, K) must have the form [A*, z] with 
A* = A u {z}, where A is a compact connected space and z $ A is the dis- 
tinguished point. We prove related results in Theorem 2 (and its corollary) 
and Theorem 3. 
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose (A, p) - (B, q). Suppose also that A = A, u {p}, 
where A, is nonempty and connected. Then B = B, u B,, where B, and B, 
are connected, A, - B, , q E B,, and {p} - B, (i.e., B, may be homotopically 
deformed to {q} ). 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
THEOREM 2. Consider a local flow rc on a locally compact metric space. 
Suppose K is a compact isolated invariant set for 7~ whose index h(z, K) is 
the hombtopy type of (A*, z), where A is a compact connected space, 
A* = A u {z}, and z $ A is the distinguished point. 
Then K= K, v K,, where K,, n K, = a, K, and K1 are isolated invariant 
sets, K, is connected and an attractor, and h(n, K, ) = 0. (K, may be empty.) 
Prooj Let B be an isolating block for K and let B- be its exit set. We 
consider the two cases: BP = % and BP # %. 
If B- = 0 then, since (B/B-, [B-])-(A*, z) and B/B- = B w 
{[B- I}, we must have by Lemma 2 that B is connected. If K is not 
connected then K = I, v I,, where I, and I, are nonempty disjoint compact 
isolated invariant sets. Thus there exist isolating blocks B, 2 I,, B, 3 Zz 
with B, n B, = 0 and B, u B, c B. Moreover [6, Theorem 10.41, 
(B,IB,> LB,11 v (h/B,, CB,l)-(B/Bp, [B-l). 
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If B, and B;~ are both empty, then B,/B, = B, ti {[B, 1) and 
BJB; = B, w { [B; ] }. Letting p = [B; ] and q = [B; 1, we have 
(B, w {P),P, v t&u (ql,q)= (B, u .(P}) u t&w {q)h’(p> qj 
=B,wB,u {p,q}. 
This has at least three components and by Lemma 2 cannot be 
homotopic to (B/B-, [B I), which has only two components. Thus either 
B; or B; is nonempty. 
Now if I, and 1, were each asymptotically stable sets, then each one 
would have an isolating block with an empty exit set. Since this cannot 
happen, either I, or I, is not asymptotically stable. Suppose it is I,. It 
follows [ 1, Chap. VI] that there is a point x,, $ Z, with the cr-limit set of x0 
contained in I,. Now we must have the orbit of x0, y(x,), contained in B 
since B- = 0. But y(x,) is not contained in I, u I,. This contradicts 
K = I, u Z2. Thus K must be connected if B-- = 0, and we, have K, = K and 
K, = 0 in this case. 
Now suppose BP # 0. Let B, be the union of all components of B 
which contain elements of BP, and let B, = B\B, . Then B, # @ since 
otherwise BIB- would be connected. We have B = B, u B,, B, # 0, 
B, # 0, B; = B-, and By = 0. Thus B/B- = B,/B, u B,. Now BJB; 
mustbeconnectedand [BP]=[B;].Since(A*,z)-(B,/B;uB,, [B;]) 
we must have B,/B; - (z} and B, -A. Thus if K, is the largest invariant 
set in B, and K, is the largest invariant set in B, we have h(sl, K,) = 
[B,/B;, [B;]] =e and h(n, K,)= [BJB;, [B;]] = [A*, z]. Since 
B; = 0, by the first part of the argument K, is connected and is thus an 
attractor. 
Let d be the metric on W x H(f) given by the sum of the standard metric 
dist on %” and any fixed metric 2 on C, 
COROLLARY. Consider 
x’ =f( t, x), (4) 
where f: !U x W + ‘912” is continuous, satisfies (Hl), and is almost periodic in 
t uniformly for x in compact sets. Let D = { (x,g, t) E W x H(f) x ‘3: 
t E Z(x, g) } and define n : D -+ WxH(f) b 4x,g, t)= (u(~x,gLg,L where 
u( t; x, g) sohes (2). 
Suppose Kc W x H(f) is an isolated invariant set under 71 with dis- 
connected Conley index as described in Theorem 2. Let K, be as defined in 
Theorem 2. 
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The set of values I?, = {x E W : (x, g) E K, for some g E H( f )} satisfies 
(i ) For every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that tf (x, g) is in the 
S-neighborhood of K, then dist(u( t; x, g), KO) < E for t 2 0, and 
(ii) For some neighborhood B of K,, given n > 0 there is a T(n) such 
that if (x, g) E B then dist(u(t; x, g), &) < q for t 2 T(n). 
Proof Let B be an isolating block for K,. 
To prove (i), note that any isolating block for K,, contained in B is 
positively invariant. Choose an isolating block B, c B contained in an 
s-neighborhood of K,, and choose 6 so that a d-neighborhood of K, is 
contained in B,. If d((x, g), $,) < 6 then d(z(x, g, t), K,) < E for all t 2 0, 
which implies dist(u(t; x, g), K,) < E for t 2 0. 
For (ii), note K,, uniformly attracts B. For any v] >O there is a T(n) 
such that if (x, g)E B then d(z(x, g, t), K,) < q for t 2 T(n). Therefore, 
dist(u(t; x, g), &) < rl for t 3 T(n). 
Note that K0 must contain at least one solution of (4), by the same 
argument used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
The corollary is useful if x = 0 is an attractor for (3). Theorem 1 guaran- 
tees that for small enough I f' 1, (1) has a solution remaining in a 
neighborhood of 0 for all t. The corollary then guarantees that, for some 
open set of initial conditions x(0) = x0, the corresponding solutions of (1) 
approach a certain closed set of values &, in this neighborhood as t -+ co. 
When f is periodic, we can use the simple structure of H(f) = 
{ft: tE!R} = {fl: tE [0, T)} to say more: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the hypotheses of the corollary to Theorem 2 hold 
and, in addition, f (t + T, x) = f (t, x) for all (t, x) E % x W and some least 
T>O. For r~‘% let Ki= {XE W: (x,f,)EKO}. Then 
(i) For every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that if dist(x, Kh) < 6 then 
dist(u(t; x, f,), Ki+‘) < E for all t 2 0, and 
(ii) There is a b > 0 such that for any n > 0 there is a T(v] ) > 0 such 
that $dist(x, K&) < fl then dist(u(t; x, f,), Kh+‘) < n for t > T(n). 
Proof To prove (i), fix an E > 0. Since K, is compact, there is a y > 0 
such that if 1 z I< y then 
for all (x,~,)E K, and te'%. (Note Z(x, g)= ‘% for (x,g)~ K, since K,, 
contains only complete orbits.) 
We will now show that there is a [>O such that if d(f,+,,f,)<i for 
some t then s = t mod T for some ) r j < y. Suppose not. Choose sequences 
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{t,,} and {s,, } so that &;,,+ ,,,,- f;,,) < l/n but s,, # T mod T for any n or 
15 / < 7. Choose a subsequence IZ, so t,,, + i mod T and s,,, + s’ mod T. Then 
SO fi+,=fi and s”=Omod T. Since s,,, + 0 mod T we must have 
s,~, = z,, mod T for some 1 r,!, 1 < 7 when j is large enough, and the claim is 
proved. 
For any yl > 0 let V(q) be the open q-neighborhood of I& in !Rn x H(f). 
Set 5 = min{is, if and choose an isolating block B of K, with 
Bc V(~)~(WxH(f)). Then choose 6>0 so that V(6)cB. 
Suppose dist(x, K;) < 6 for some r. Then (x,f,) E V(6) and the positive 
invariance of B implies rr(x, f,, t) E V(c) for all 1 b 0. Fix a t > 0 and find 
y and s with (y,f,)~& so that d(n(x,J;, t), (y,f,))<<. Therefore, 
&/‘,+,,f,)<[ and we know t+t-s=rmodTfor some /rl<q. Sincefis 
T-periodic we may take s = r + t - r. Now n( y,,f,, u) = (u( r; y, J, ),f, + , ), so 
u(r; y,f,) E K;+C Since Irl <y, Iu(r;y,f,)--yl <;E. 
Finally, 
dist(u(t;x,f,), Kh+‘)b I~(t;x,f,)--U(r;~,f,)l 
< &E + ;E = E. 
To prove (ii), Choose an isolating block B for K and choose a > 0 so 
V(p) c B. For any q >O we can, as in (i), find a t(q) so that if d((x,f,), 
K,) < t(r) then d&(x, K;) < 9. Note K attracts B uniformly, so find T(q) 
such that if (x,f,) E B then rr(x,,fr, t) E V(c(q)) for t 3 T(q). If dist(x, KG) < /I 
then (x,~,)E B, giving n(x,f,, t)e V(t(q)) and dist(u(t; x,f,), K;+‘) -cv for 
t 2 T(q). 
Now we show how these results work for averaged equations. Following 
the development in Hale [S], we start with 
x’ = Eif(t, x, E), (5) 
where f:%x!R”x [0, co)+!IV is continuous, is almost periodic in t 
uniformly for x in compact sets for each fixed E, and has continuous 
first partial derivatives with respect to x with f(t, x, E) -f(t, x, 0), 
af( t, x, &)/ax -+ af( t, x, 0)/8x as E + 0 uniformly for t E ( - co, co ) and x in 
compact sets. Writing 
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Hale shows that after a change of variable x =y + EU(~, y, E), (5) may be 
rewritten 
Y’=-sfO(Y)+&fi(t,Y9 El. (6) 
Here fi satisfies the hypotheses on f with f,(t, y, 0) = 0, and u(t, y, E) is 
continuous with continuous first partial derivatives in t and y and is almost 
periodic in t for y in compact sets for each fixed E. Also, EU and s&lay + 0 
as E + 0 uniformly for t E ( - co, cc ) and y in compact sets. If f is periodic 
in t, then so are u and f, . We now rescale time t --f (l/e) t and write (6) as 
Y’=fo(Y) +f,(@, YY &I =fo(Y) +.k Y? E). (7) 
We suppose f satisfies (Hl ) for each E 2 0 and y’ =fO( y) satisfies the 
hypotheses on (3) in Theorem 1. To apply Theorem 1 to (7), we need to 
show?J ., ., E) satisfies the hypotheses on f’ for all small E > 0 and to show 
1 fl(t, y, &)I may be made arbitrarily small on (t, y) E ‘$I x U(6) by taking E 
small enough. 
Certainly f1 is continuous in (t, x) and almost periodic in t uniformly for 
x in compact sets for each fixed E > 0 since f, is. We know fi( t, y, 0) + 0 as 
E + 0 uniformly for t E ( - co, cc ) and x in compact sets. Given q > 0 choose 
so>0 so that IfI(t,y,e)I<n for te(-qco), x~U(d), and O<E<Q. 
Then 1 fl(t, y, &)I <q on this same set, and we can apply Theorem 1 to (7) 
in the y variable. If the averaged equation has an attractor, we may apply 
the corollary to Theorem 2 and, if f is periodic, Theorem 3. 
The uniform convergence of EU to 0 for t E ( - co, 00) and y in compact 
sets allows us to make Ix-y 1 arbitrarily small for y in compact sets and 
E small enough. The similar convergence of c&/ay allows us to do the same 
for x in compact sets. We may therefore apply the results in the x variable. 
We have shown: 
THEOREM 4. Consider Eq. (5) and suppose f satisfies the hypotheses given 
after (5) above. Suppose also f ( -, -, E) satisfies (Hl ) for each E b 0. Suppose 
the averaged equation x’ = fO(x) has a compact invariant set K with nontrivial 
Conley index. For any 6 > 0 there is an ~(6) > 0 such that if0 < E < ~(8) then 
(5) has a nonempty set of solutions definedfor all t E ( - co, co) whose orbits 
are contained in the d-neighborhood of K. 
Zf K is an attractor and f is periodic, this set of solutions is attracting in 
the sense described in Theorem 3. 
Zf K is an attractor but f is not periodic, there is a closed set of values close 
to K which attracts a set of nearby solutions as described in the corollary to 
Theorem 2. 
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As an example, consider (5) with n = 2 and suppose the flow for 
1” =fo( ~1) has a single repelling limit cycle I- encircling an attracting fixed 
point which is not necessarily exponentially attracting. Theorem 1 implies 
given 6 > 0 there is an c(b) such that if 0 < c < ~(8) then (5) has at least one 
solution remaining in U(6), the h-neighborhood of 0, for all time and at 
least one solution remaining in an annulus of width 26 about f for all time. 
The corollary to Theorem 2 implies that there is an open set of initial 
values x(0) = xg such that the corresponding solutions of (5) remain inside 
U(26) for all positive t and uniformly approach a closed set of values 
contained in U(6) as t -+ co. lf ,f is periodic, there is a set of solutions 
remaining in U(6) for all time that is attracting in the sense described in 
Theorem 3. 
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